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Einstein’s theory of General Relativity implies that energy, i.e. matter, curves space-time and thus
deforms lightlike geodesics, giving rise to gravitational lensing. This phenomenon is well understood
in the case of the Schwarzschild metric, and has been accurately described in the past; however,
lensing in the Kerr space-time has received less attention in the literature despite potential practical
observational applications. In particular, lensing in such space is not expressible as the gradient of
a scalar potential and as such is a source of curl-like signatures and an asymmetric shear pattern.
In this paper, we develop a differentiable lensing map in the Kerr metric, reworking and extending
previous approaches. By using standard tools of weak gravitational lensing, we isolate and quantify
the distortion that is uniquely induced by the presence of angular momentum in the metric. We
apply this framework to the distortion induced by a Kerr-like foreground object on a distribution
of background of sources. We verify that the new unique lensing signature is orders of magnitude
below current observational bounds for a range of lens configurations.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Bw, 04.80.-y, 95.30.Sf, 98.62.Sb
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that light traveling through space is bent according to the mass distribution it encounters and is
thus gravitationally lensed. The study of lensing is key to mapping out the true positions of sources and infers the
distribution nature of matter in our Universe; it has been a thriving field of research in the past decades, under the
purely mathematical [1], astrophysical [2, 3], and cosmological [4–6] points of view.
Gravitational lensing is typically studied in two limits, depending on whether the effect is weak, where it is often
analyzed as a statistical effect, or strong. Strong lensing is immediately recognizable as background objects appear
heavily warped, up to the occurrence of an Einstein ring around the lens given by a single light source [7]. Weak
lensing effects, on the other hand, may be revealed only via statistical data analysis, which investigates the nature
of the mass distribution between the observer and lens. A milestone of weak lensing theory is the understanding of
cosmic shear, which has proven to be a precious tool for the reconstruction of the dark matter distribution [8] and
which may be effectively modeled on the whole sky via tensor spherical harmonics [2]. Weak lensing surveys in the
last 20 years have proven more and more fruitful, starting from the 2000 Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)
survey, which first detected a weak gravitational lensing signal by large-scale structure [9], and the Red-Sequence
Cluster Survey in 2001, which made use of both the CFHT and the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory 4 m
telescope [10]. Future data are equally promising, as shown by the first results of the Kilo-Degree Survey [11], which
started in 2011 at the European Southern Observatory’s Very Large Telescope in the Atacama Desert, Chile, and
those from the Dark Energy Survey [12, 13], which began in 2013, and by the Euclid assessment study report [14].
As the vast majority of matter in the Universe is dark, the study of weak lensing is a necessary reality check when
probing new matter and/or gravitational theories; for example, the analysis of galaxy-galaxy lensing around individual
galaxies and clusters and bullet cluster reconstructions of the dark matter distribution in individual lenses have had
fundamental implications on the nature of dark matter and models of modified gravity [15].
The statistical treatment of survey data involves estimating the correlation in the ellipticity of galaxy images [8],
that are distorted by the spin-2 shear field induced by lensing. These may be sourced by both scalar and nonscalar
features of the matter distribution, where the latter is induced by dynamical properties. The consequence of any
nonscalar property of the matter distribution is the appearance of a curl-like mode in the resulting lensing. In cosmic
shear surveys gradient and curl-like components of the distortion are separated into E and B modes, where E modes
are parity conserving and Bmodes are parity violating [4]. The presence of B modes is used as a standard test of the
validity of the data and/or may be viewed as the signal of “beyond-linear” aspects of the lens distribution. Indeed,
B modes are expected to be induced by non linear structure formation resulting in intrinsic alignment of spatially
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2correlated lenses. This signature is related to the vorticity of structure formation sourced by nonlinear evolution [16].
At the level of individual lenses, we expect any angular momentum of the lens to be a source of parity violation, as
it defines a preferred direction and breaks spherical symmetry; the presence of a rotation axis introduces handedness
and thus prohibits left-right symmetry with respect to the axis.
The case of the Kerr metric is in this sense particularly interesting, as it is the simplest example of space-time
which generates a nontrivial antisymmetric signature on a lensed background. This may be interpreted as an overall
parity-violating lensing effect. Lensing in the Kerr metric has been explored considerably in the past, primarily as
a mathematical challenge [17–20], but also as an exercise in numerical relativity [21]. That being said, our principal
motivation for this work is to successfully express and quantify the antisymmetric component of the linear distortion
in the weak lensing regime in the Kerr space-time, which is sourced uniquely by the angular momentum of a rotating
lens. We do not expect this signal to be sufficiently large to be discernible from other lensing effects plus noise by
present or near-future experiments; however, it is worth estimating how small the effect is likely to be for realistic
astrophysical sources, as advanced surveys may be able to detect it. Weak lensing approximations used throughout
are such that our analysis cannot be extended to the strong lensing case.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review lensing in the Schwarzschild metric case and
derive well-known expressions to be used as a baseline to build and validate our calculation in the Kerr case. In
Sec. III, we analyze light bending in the Kerr metric. We first study geodesics in the Kerr space-time and develop the
geometric quantities required to describe the lensing. The aim is to obtain an expression for the lensing as a function
of observable angles. We then interpret our results in terms of a linear distortion operator relevant for describing the
effects in the weak lensing regime. We conclude with a summary and discussion of our results in Sec. IV, including
an estimation of the magnitude of the new effects in an astrophysical setting.
II. REVIEW: LENSING IN THE SCHWARZSCHILD METRIC
The geometry of gravitational lensing in the Schwarzschild metric is well understood, and has been used throughout
this work as a basis on which to build more general lensing corrections. We review briefly review the nature and
interpretation of the deflection angle induced by a spherically symmetric, static metric. We will refer back to the
geometric setup described here when we develop the calculation for the Kerr metric case in Sec. III. The Schwarzschild
metric describes the metric of the space-time surrounding a body of mass M with the line element given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2GM
rc2
)
c2 dt2 +
(
1− 2GM
rc2
)−1
dr2 + r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
, (1)
where c is the speed of light in the vacuum; G is Newton’s gravitational constant; and we have time coordinate t,
radial coordinate r, and spherical angular coordinates θ (colatitude) and φ (longitude). The Schwarzschild radius
rs =
2GM
c2 can be introduced as a useful scale, and the mass of the source can be rescaled into units of length by
introducing m = GMc2 =
rs
2 such that either m or rs can be used as the single scale factor parametrizing the metric.
As is conventional in this type of analysis we assume a flat geometry in the limit where the impact parameter is much
larger than the Schwarzschild radius, i.e. in the asymptotic region around the source.
The total deflection angle α induced on a particle trajectory as it travels through the space-time, as measured at
infinity in the Schwarzschild metric, can be written [22] as an integral over the radial coordinate r as,
α = 2
∫ r0
∞
∣∣∣∣∣ φ˙r˙
∣∣∣∣∣ dr − π , (2)
where r0 is the distance of closest approach and overdots denote derivatives with respect to the affine parameter λ along
the particle trajectory. The integrand can be evaluated using the equations of motion derived in the Schwarzschild
space-time,
(
φ˙
r˙
)−1
= r2
√
1
b2
−
(
1− 2m
r
)
1
r2
, (3)
where b is the impact parameter. The distance r0 can be derived as a series expansion in b by setting r˙ = 0; one
obtains
r0 = b
[
1− m
b
− 3
2
(m
b
)2
− 4
(m
b
)3
− 105
8
(m
b
)4
− 48
(m
b
)5
+O
(m
b
)6]
. (4)
3The choice of mb as an expansion parameter is quite natural: the impact parameter is assumed to be much larger than
the Schwarzschild radius 2m, i.e., the coordinate singularity of the metric. The integration in Eq. (2) is carried out by
implementing the method outlined in Ref.[23]: the integrand is rewritten as a function of x = r0r and the parameter
h = mr0 , integrated in x and expanded in h. Rewriting the result as an expansion in
m
b one obtains
α = 4
(m
b
)
+
15π
4
(m
b
)2
+
128
3
(m
b
)3
+
3465π
64
(m
b
)4
+
3584
5
(m
b
)5
+O
(m
b
)6
, (5)
which is commonly known as the Schwarzschild series [18].
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Figure 1. View of the motion plane, i. e., the plane containing the light path, of lensing in the Schwarzschild space-time. The
tangents to the motion intersect the lens plane in points A and B, and d is the distance between them. The observer receives
a photon arriving along a distorted trajectory which gives the source an apparent angular position that is displaced from the
true source position.
In general, the source, lens, and observer are not aligned, and there will be a displacement d between the intersections
of the tangents to the ray at the observer and at the light source and the lens plane that has to be taken into account
when carrying out beyond first-order calculations. The equation for d may be read off from the plane containing the
light path, which will be referred to as the motion plane,
d = q [(DL +DLS) tanΨ +DLS tanϑs −DL tanϑ] , (6)
where Ψ is the unknown angle spanned by the light source on the observer’s sky, DL and DLS are the distances
between the observer and lens and the lens and light source planes, respectively. In a cosmological context, these
4distances are angular diameter distances. ϑ and ϑs are the angles formed by the optical axis and the tangents to the
ray at the observer and at the light source, respectively (see Fig. 1). The term q is the overall sign which depends on
what side of the lens plane the two tangents meet,
q =
{
+1, ϑ > ϑs
−1, ϑ < ϑs
. (7)
For use below, we introduce the sum of angles as α = ϑ+ ϑs.
A lens equation will give Ψ as a function of observable angles on the motion plane. Lens equations have been
discussed much in the past, as it is not completely straightforward to handle angles and geometric objects in a curved
space-time; an extensive review of the subject may be found in Ref. [24]. We choose lens equation for Ψ that is
obtained by simply applying Pythagoras’ theorem, along with a number of considerations well motivated in Ref. [24]:
DS tanΨ = DL
sinϑ
cosϑs
−DLS tanϑs . (8)
Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (6), the displacement is given by
d = DL sinϑ
[
1
cosϑs
− 1
cosϑ
]
, (9)
as in Ref. [19]. Note that, expanding to first order in ϑ and ϑs, the displacement d simply vanishes, and one recovers
the typical weak lensing equation [5].
Having introduced most of the terminology and concepts with the Schwarzschild case, we now turn to the more
involved scenario of the Kerr metric.
III. LENSING IN THE KERR METRIC
The Kerr metric is given by the line element
ds2 = −∆− a
2 sin2 θ
Σ
dt2 +
Σ
∆
dr2 +Σ dθ2 +
(r2 + a2)2 −∆ a2 sin2 θ
Σ
sin2 θ dφ2 +
4mar sin2 θ
Σ
dt dφ , (10)
with
∆(r) ≡ r2 − 2mr + a2 , Σ(r, θ) ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ . (11)
It belongs to the two-parameter family of stationary axisymmetric metrics [25]. In the expression above, the two
chosen parameters are the mass parameter m as given in Sec. II and the mass-scaled angular momentum a = JcM ,
measured at infinity. Note that both of these parameters have dimensions of length. The coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) are
known as Boyer-Lindquist coordinates [17], where θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles respectively, defined
with respect to the rotation axis of the mass. These coordinates differ from those introduced in the Schwarzschild
case in their relation to Cartesian coordinates,
x =
√
r2 + a2 sin θ cosφ ,
y =
√
r2 + a2 sin θ sinφ , (12)
z = r cos θ .
It is convenient to transform θ to ζ = pi2 − θ and rewrite the metric in the modified coordinates (t, r, ζ, φ), where
ζ ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ], and work in the quasiequatorial regime. This corresponds to the case where the observer lies on the
equatorial plane (which is uniquely defined in the Kerr space-time) and the light source is slightly off it. The metric
then takes the form
ds2 = −∆− a
2 cos2 ζ
Σ
dt2 +
Σ
∆
dr2 +Σ dζ2 +
(r2 + a2)2 −∆ a2 cos2 ζ
Σ
cos2 ζ dφ2 +
4mar cos2 ζ
Σ
dt dφ , (13)
with
Σ(r, ζ) ≡ r2 + a2 sin2 ζ . (14)
5Geodesic equations for massless particles in this space-time are obtained,
ˆ˙t = 1 + 2mr (a
2−a Lˆ+r2)
∆(r)Σ(r,ζ) , (15)
ˆ˙r =±
√
r4−(Qˆ+Lˆ2−a2)r2+2m [(Lˆ−a)2+Qˆ]r−a2 Qˆ
Σ(r,ζ) , (16)
ˆ˙
ζ = ±
√
Qˆ+a2 sin2 ζ−Lˆ2 tan2 ζ
Σ(r,ζ) , (17)
ˆ˙φ = 2 am r+Lˆ(r
2−2mr) sec2 ζ+a2Lˆ tan2 ζ
∆(r)Σ(r,ζ) , (18)
where Lˆ and Qˆ are two constants of the motion, rescaled with respect to the third constant of motion, the energy E,
as
Lˆ =
L
E
, Qˆ =
Q
E2
. (19)
L is the angular momentum, and Q is the Carter constant [26]. In the above, the hatted-dotting notation indicates
derivatives with respect to the rescaled affine parameter λˆ = E λ, such that, for example, ˆ˙r = d r
d λˆ
.
From the equations of motion, bend angles may be calculated and written as functions of observable angles. It is
important to note that the bend angle does not necessarily constitute a geometric angle in this setup, as in general
the tangents to the motion at the observer and at the light source do not intersect in space. Thus, the bend angle
α must be examined through its components on chosen planes. The most natural choice is to project it onto the
equatorial (horizontal) and vertical planes; we will refer to these projections as αhor and αver, respectively.
A. Geometry
The lensing geometry in the Kerr space-time may be derived in a way similar to the Schwarzschild case, with the
complication that a photon’s trajectory does not lie on a single plane. Thus, it is necessary to describe geodesics in
full 3D space, as shown in Fig. 2; it is, however, useful to project the light rays onto equatorial and vertical planes
and derive expressions for the projected angles shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Expressions for the vertical and horizontal
components of the total bend angle α are obtained by following closely the approach of Aazami et al. [19, 20], with
some meaningful differences which will be key to the development of a viable lensing map.
It is important to familiarize oneself with the observable angles ϑ and ϕ outlined in Figs. 2, 3, and 4: ϑ is the
angle between the tangent to the ray’s trajectory at the observer and the optical axis, and ϕ is the rise of this line
off the equatorial plane. The components of ϑ on the horizontal and vertical planes, ϑ1 and ϑ2, respectively, are the
coordinates used on the image plane. The angle ϕ is then simply related to these via
tanϕ =
tanϑ2
tanϑ1
(20)
and will be used throughout as expansions around ϕ ∼ 0 will be carried out to obtain the quasiequatorial regime. In
the latter, the constants of motion which appear in (16) may be written as [19]
Lˆ = s b cosϕ , Qˆ = b2 sin2 ϕ , (21)
where b ≡ DL sinϑ is the impact parameter just as in the Schwarzschild case. s is the sign of the angular momentum,
and is either +1 for prograde motion, or −1 for retrograde motion. The tangent to the motion at the observer is
referred to as the outgoing line and intersects the lens plane in point A; the tangent to the motion at the light source
is referred to as the ingoing line and intersects the lens plane in point B.
The angles of interest are as follows:
• Image position: The position of the image is fixed by the two angles (ϑ, ϕ). ϑ is the 2-dimensional angle
subtended by the outgoing line and the optical axis x and ϑ is its amplitude, ϕ is the angular position of A on
the lens plane. We choose their domains carefully: we set 0 < ϑ < pi2 , which spans only half of the image plane,
but we can easily recover the other half by flipping the sign of the angular momentum J . The same goes for
0 < ϕ < pi2 . ϑ has components on the horizontal and vertical planes ϑ1, ϑ2 respectively which are related to
(ϑ, ϕ) via
tanϑ1 = tanϑ cosϕ , tanϑ2 = tanϑ sinϕ . (22)
6Figure 2. 3D view of lensing in the Kerr metric. To draw this diagram, it is essential for the geometry to be asymptotically
flat, and we may assume b≫ m such that we are measuring angles in the flat region. The tangents to the motion intersect the
lens plane in points A and B.
• Source position: The position of the source is pinpointed by the angles (ϑs, ϕs), which have the domains:
−pi2 < ϑs < pi2 ; 0 < ϕs < 2π. ϑs quantifies the deviation of the incoming line with respect to the optical
axis direction and is the amplitude of ϑs, ϕs quantifies the deviation of the incoming line with respect to the
equatorial plane. Effectively, the quasi-equatorial regime implies that ϕs is small. ϑs has components on the
horizontal and vertical planes ϑs,1, ϑs,2 respectively which are related to (ϑs, ϕs) via
tanϑs,1 = tanϑs cosϕs , tanϑs,2 = tanϑs sinϕs . (23)
The position of the source with respect to the observer may also be described by the 2-dimensional angle Ψ
subtended by the straight line connecting source and observer and the optical axis, which we will make use of
when developing the distortion map.
• Bend angle: Since the motion does not occur on a plane, there is no physical angle α as in the Schwarzschild
case. Thus, we must project the incoming and outgoing lines on the equatorial plane (xy) and vertical plane
(xz), where they form the angles αhor and αver respectively.
1. Horizontal bend angle
Let us first consider the projection of the total bend angle onto the equatorial plane, αhor, the derivation of which
is analogous to that of α for a Schwarzschild lens; in fact, Eq. (2) does not depend on the metric and may be used in
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Figure 3. View of the equatorial plane (i.e. the (xy) plane) of our set up. Note the displacement triangle (dy, V
′) of base dy
and vertex V ′. ϑ1 and ϑs,1 are the components on this plane of the angles ϑ, ϑs respectively.
the Kerr case to quantify light bending on the equatorial plane. Using Eq. (16), one obtains
φ˙
r˙
= ± 2amr + s br (−2m+ r) cosϕ sec
2 ζ + s a2b cosϕ tan2 ζ
∆(r)
√
r (b2(2m− r) + r3 + a2(2m+ r)) − ab (ab sinϕ2 + s 4mr cosϕ) . (24)
This may be simplified in the quasiequatorial regime by expanding to first order in ζ ∼ 0 and considering ϕ and a to
be small so that second order terms aϕ2 and mixed terms aϕζ may be neglected. However, it is important to maintain
leading second-order terms in ϕ, as the map needs to be differentiable to obtain distortion terms. Thus, one obtains
φ˙
r˙
=
r1/2 (s 2 am− 2 bm cosϕ+ b r cosϕ)
∆
√
r3 + b2 (2mF2 − G r) , (25)
where
F ≡ 1− sa
b
, G ≡ 1− a
2
b2
. (26)
Note how the terms involving cos ζ and tan ζ do not contribute at first order, so the deflection on the equatorial plane
only depends on the position r, with a correction cosϕ given by the rise off the plane.
The relationship between b and r0 is obtained by solving the equation of motion for r in Eq. (16), setting the velocity
to 0; it is a cubic equation in r0 and has a single real solution,
r0 =
2 b√
3
√
G cos
[
1
3
cos−1
(
−33/2 F
2
G3/2
m
b
)]
, (27)
which Taylor expanded in mb ≪ 1 yields
8light source
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Figure 4. View of the vertical plane [i.e., the (xz) plane] of our setup. Note the displacement triangle (dz, V
′′) of base dz and
vertex V ′′. ϑ2 and ϑs,2 are the components on this plane of the angles ϑ and ϑs, respectively.
r0 = b
[√
G− F
2
G
(m
b
)
− 3 F
4
2G5/2
(m
b
)2
− 4 F
6
G4
(m
b
)3
− 105 F
8
8G11/2
(m
b
)4
+O
(m
b
)5]
. (28)
The integration of Eq. (25) is performed by changing the variable to x = r0r and rewriting the expression as a function
of x and h = mr0 , so
αhor = 2
∫ 1
0
2 a h x+ 2 b h x cosϕ− b cosϕ(
1− 2 hx+ ( am)2 h2 x2) √G (1− x2)− 2 F2 h (1− x3) dx− π . (29)
Keeping F and G as implicit functions of b for the time being and expanding the integrand in small h as in the
Schwarzschild case, an expression for αhor as an expansion in h is obtained
αhor =
[
a0 π + 4 a1 h− (4a2,1 + π a2,2) h2 +O(h3)
]
, (30)
9Figure 5. We take a region of 1.2 mrad2 of the sky (which corresponds approximately to 5 arc min2) around a Kerr lens and plot
the distortion brought upon a grid of circular sources. To produce a substantial effect, we input the values M = 5 · 1012 M⊙,
a = 0.015, where a is the rescaled rotation parameter: a = a
Rg
, with Rg ∼ 100 kpc. Motivation for this parameter choice may
be found in Sec. IV, along with an explanation as to why this visualization is strictly unphysical. Note the asymmetry of the
effect with respect to the z axis. The visualization of the distortion closest to the point mass is unrealistic: for such values
of b, one would expect also an overall arcing of the image, as in an Einstein ring; in fact, closer to the lens, the weak lensing
approximation breaks down as |γ| > 1. The values of the distances between observer and lens DL and lens and light source
DLS are DL = DLS = 100 Mpc.
where
a0 =
cosϕ√
G
− 1 , (31)
a1 =
F2 cosϕ+ G− FG
G3/2
, (32)
a2,1 =
F2 (F2 cosϕ+ G− FG)
G5/2
, (33)
a2,2 =
G (3 F2 + 2G)(1− F) + cosϕ
(
15
4 F
4 − 12
(
a
m
)2
G2
)
G5/2
. (34)
Substituting now Eqs. (28) and (26) into Eq. (30) and reexpanding in mb , one finally gets
αhor = 4 cosϕ
(m
b
)
+
(
cosϕ
15π
4
+ 4 s
a
m
(1− 4 cosϕ)
)(m
b
)2
+
+
(
128
3
+ 5π s
a
m
(1− 3 cosϕ) + 4 cosϕ
( a
m
)2)(m
b
)3
+O
((m
b
)4)
, (35)
This result agrees with with the Schwarzschild case [see Eq. (5)], as the latter is recovered by simply setting a = 0 and
choosing the plane ϕ = 0 as the equatorial plane (a choice that one can and must make to recover the Schwarzschild
series, as the angle α lies geometrically on such plane).
10
Figure 6. We plot the effect of the ρ field on a grid of vectors in a region of 1.2 mrad2 of the sky around a Kerr lens; there
is no axial symmetry with respect to z, and as such, the behavior includes a B mode. The values assumed for this plot are
M = 5 · 1012 M⊙, a = 0.08. The values of the distance between the observer and lens DL and the lens and light source DLS
are DL = DLS = 100 Mpc.
2. Vertical bend angle
Let us now consider the projection of the total bend angle onto the vertical plane, i. e., the plane perpendicular to
the equatorial plane containing both the observer and the lens. Aazami et al. [20] obtained
αver = ϑ2 − atan (tanϕs tan(αhor − θ1))
≈ ϑ2 − atan

ϕ sin
[
−2 I(∞) + sin−1
(√
G sinϑ
)]
√
G cos (αhor − θ1)

 , (36)
where I(∞) is the expansion in mb ,
I(∞) = π
2
+ 2
(m
b
)
+
(
15π
8
− 4 s a
m
) (m
b
)2
+
(
64
3
− 15π s a
2m
+ 5
( a
m
)2) (m
b
)3
+O
(m
b
)4
. (37)
This expression is first order in both ϕ and ϕs, whereas the expression for αhor shown above is second order. However,
this is not an issue as in the quasiequatorial regime αver ≪ αhor, and as such, the contribution of the former will be
less appreciable.
3. Source position
We now look at the true position of the lensed light source, Ψ, as a function of the observable angles introduced up
to now. A careful geometrical analysis of the case yields the general lens equations with displacement
tanΨ1 = tanϑ1 −
(
DLS
h′
+ qy
)
dy
DS
, (38)
tanΨ2 = tanϑ2 −
(
DLS
h′′
+ qz
)
dz
DS
, (39)
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Figure 7. A plot of ρ as a function of the horizontal component ϑ1 of the observed angle ϑ at different values of the rescaled
rotation parameter a, keeping the impact and mass parameters fixed (ϑ = 3 · 10−4, M = 1012M⊙). The chosen values of a
may be considered possible physical values, as will emerge from the discussion in Sec. IV.
where dy, dz and h
′, h′′ are the bases and heights of the displacement triangles (dy , V ′) and (dz , V ′′), respectively —
see Figs. 3 and 4. dy, dz are derived in Ref. [19]
dy = DL sinϑ cosϕ
∣∣∣∣ 1cosϑs −
1
cosϑ
∣∣∣∣ , (40)
dz =
∣∣∣∣−DL tanϑ sinϕ+ DL sinϑ1− sin2 ϑs sin2 ϕs×(
cosϕ sinϑs tanϑs sinϕs cosϕs +
√
sin2 ϕ− sin2 ϑs sin2 ϕs
)∣∣∣∣ ;
(41)
qy and qz are the signs associated to dy, dz ,
qy =
{
+1, ϑ1 > ϑs,1
−1, ϑ1 < ϑs,1
, qz =
{
+1, ϑ2 > ϑs,2
−1, ϑ2 < ϑs,2
. (42)
The heights h′ and h′′ of the two displacement triangles are key in the lens equations (39). They are obtained by
using simple Euclidean rules for scalene triangles, such as the following: given the angle β and its opposite side L,
the ratio Lsin β is constant throughout the triangle, and sin
(
pi
2 − β
)
= cosβ; one must also note that αhor = ϑ1 + ϑs,1
and αver = ϑ2 + ϑs,2 just like in the Schwarzschild geometry. The heights are then
h′ = dy
cosϑ1 cosϑs,1
sinαhor
, h′′ = dz
cosϑ2 cosϑs,2
sinαver
. (43)
The source position Ψ =
(
Ψ1
Ψ2
)
may then be entirely written out as a function of the observable angle ϑ =
(
ϑ1
ϑ2
)
.
B. Distortion map
To study the distortion brought about by an object in the sky, we make use of a standard object used typically in
weak lensing scenarios: the distortion matrix, which is defined as [4, 7]
Dij = ∂Ψi
∂ϑj
, (44)
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Figure 8. Top: a comparative plot of the components of the shear field γ1, γ2 at fixed values of ϑ2, m (ϑ2 = 10
−6 rad for γ1,
ϑ2 = 10
−3 rad for γ2), varying ϑ1 respecting the region of validity, in the two cases a = 0 (Schwarzschild) and a 6= 0 (Kerr).
Bottom: a plot of γ1, γ2 at fixed values of ϑ1, m (ϑ1 = 3 · 10
−4), varying ϑ2 respecting the region of validity, in the two cases
a = 0 and a 6= 0. M = 1012M⊙ for all lines. a is the rescaled rotation parameter for both plots. The choice of all parameter
values was made bearing in mind the interpretive value of the plots.
where Ψ is the position of a light source and ϑ is the position of its image with respect to the observer. D may be
decomposed into trace and traceless parts; within this decomposition, three distinct fields may be identified, such that
[27]
Dij =
(
1− κ− γ1 −γ2 − ρ
−γ2 + ρ 1− κ+ γ1
)
, (45)
where κ, γ and ρ are the convergence, shear, and rotation fields, respectively. The components of these fields may be
extracted from the matrix
γ1 =
1
2
(D22 −D11) , γ2 = −1
2
(D12 +D21) , ρ = 1
2
(D21 −D12) . (46)
These describe and quantify the distortion impressed on background sources by a foreground massive object. Ex-
tending this to the Kerr metric case, one may model the distorting effects brought about by a rotating object, with
appropriate caveats [25].
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Figure 9. A plot of the normalized shear difference δγ
γ
between the left and right shear [see Eq. (50)] in two cases: for the Milky
Way parameter set (MMW = 10
12 M⊙, RMW = 100 kpc and aMW = 1.5 · 10
−3) and the set of parameters used to produced the
enhanced effect depicted in Fig. 5 (MEnh = 5 · 10
12 M⊙, REnh = 100 kpc and aEnh = 1.5 · 10
−2), as a function of ϑ1. The plot
is truncated at ϑ1 = ΘR = 0.1 mrad ≈ 10 arc min for this parameter set. This truncation finds motivation in the discussion in
Sec. IV.
We study the distortion in the simplest case: that of a field of circularly symmetric background sources. In the
case of weak lensing, γ ≪ 1, a circular source with radius R will be sheared into an ellipse with axes (a, b), given as
a = R
√
1 + γ
1− γ , b = R
√
1− γ
1 + γ
, (47)
where
γ =
√
γ21 + γ
2
2 .
These expressions are easily derived assuming γ ∼ ǫ ellipticity of the object [7] and considering the area of the image
to be conserved. The resulting ellipse will also be rotated by a total angle X ≈ ω+ρ/2, where the angle ω is associated
to the spin-2 shear field,
ω =
1
2
cos−1
(
γ1
γ
)
, (48)
and ρ is simply the magnitude of the rotation field [28].
The elements of the distortion matrix are analytically derived by inserting the lens Eqs. 39 into 44; note that the
lens equations have been constructed so as to be differentiable in the angles of interest, and thus return nontrivial
functions. By combining the elements of the distortion matrix as instructed in Eq. 46, one obtains analytic functions
for the shear and rotation fields. Expressions for these functions are incredibly long and would give no insight at
a glance, so we choose not to include them in the text. Carrying out this computation numerically in a manner as
consistent and informative as the analytic one implemented here would have been very challenging, as the numerical
precision needed is very high.
The overall distorting effects of the Kerr metric may be seen in Fig. 5. At a glance, the overall rotation effect appears
symmetric around the source, yet this is not the case. The rotation field ρ has, however, a much smaller impact than
the shear field γ. The isolated effect of the ρ field may be seen in Fig. 6, where we plot the rotation field on a grid
of vectors around the lens, and in Fig. 7, which presents the trend of ρ at different values of the rotation parameter.
Fig. 8 shows comparative plots in the Schwarzschild and Kerr cases of the two components of the shear field, γ1 and
γ2, so that the reader may appreciate the effect of rotation on the latter. For Figs. 5 – 8 the values of the distances
between the observer and lens DL and the lens and light source DLS are chosen to be DL = DLS = 100 Mpc.
IV. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
In the previous section, we developed a differentiable lensing map in the Kerr space-time, and obtained expressions
for the shear and rotation fields. A possible application of this map is extending the Kerr metric to represent rotating
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Figure 10. A plot of the ratio
(
ρ
γ
)
2
as a function of ϑ1 for different fixed ϕ, with the following parameters: m = 10
12 M⊙,
a = 0.0015, and Rg = 100 kpc. These are the parameters associated to the Milky Way, previously motivated.
galaxies and estimate the distorting effects these may have on background radiation. One must be aware of the caveats
of the case: as Birkhoff’s theorem does not apply to the Kerr space-time, one may not assume that outside a rotating
object the metric is exactly Kerr. However, we focus on weak lensing which occurs for rays traveling with an impact
parameter b much larger than the Schwarzschild radius RSchw associated to the object, and well outside the object
itself. As the metric is asymptotically Kerr outside the rotating object [25], we conclude that the metric is viable if
we restrict the analysis of the distortion to light rays with b greater than the radius of the rotating galaxy Rg, as
Rg ≫ RSchw. Also, one must consider that our Universe is best described by the Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric,
whereas the Kerr metric is asymptotically flat (Minkowski). Nevertheless, we do not expect this to invalidate the
model, as all distortion is imprinted to the light rays locally close to the lens and thus is insensitive to the expansion
of the Universe.
A galaxy, unlike a black hole, is a large, spread-out object with Rmax ≫ RSchw, where RSchw = 2M Gc2 ≡ 2M•; thus,
its angular momentum may be much greater, at fixed mass. Considering the mass-scaled angular momentum a as it
is defined for the Kerr metric,
a =
J
M•
=
2 J
RSchw
,
one finds that this is not a small parameter, and it makes no sense to look at first-order contributions to the bend
angle in it. To use it properly and obtain an expansion parameter, one should scale it by the radius of the galaxy Rg;
in fact, expanding gtt of the Kerr metric in
1
R and restricting it to the equatorial plane (θ =
pi
2 ) for simplicity,
gtt = −R
2 + a2 − 2M•R
R2 + a2
≈ −1 + 2M•
R
− 2 a
2M•
R3
+ ... (49)
Then, we see that the first contribution due to rotation appears at next-to-leading order in the large-distance expansion
and may be written as
a2M•
R3
=
( a
R
)2 (M•
R
)
;
since M• ≪ Rg < R as discussed before, we may use a = aRg as an expansion parameter. Note that in natural units,
this is simply a =
vg
c , where vg is the average tangential velocity of the galaxy.
Thus, the extended nature of a galaxy must be taken into account when describing the distortion it may imprint
on a background; however, to consistently use the Kerr metric in this case, one assumes a point-mass approximation,
and our map is valid only outside the radius of the galaxy, as stated above. In this sense, the representation in Fig. 5
is unphysical: we observe the distorting effect of an object with approximately five times the mass of the Milky Way,
which is rotating approximately 20 times faster, at a distance of 100 Mpc from both the observer and lens. Given
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this setup, the radius of the object spans an angle on the sky of order tens of arc minutes, so the effect represented
in Fig. 5 lies well within the radius of the object itself.
That being said, it is interesting to note that the computed asymmetrical shearing effect is much larger for an
extended object as a rotating galaxy than it is for a black hole. The projected radius of interest beyond which one
investigates shearing is typically the Einstein radius ΘE [4] (when the latter is larger than that of the source itself),
which for a black hole is approximately the square of the Schwarzschild radius. It is then natural to compare the
normalized difference in shear, δγγ between the modulus of the shear field on the left- (γL) and on the right-hand (γR)
side of the rotation axis at ΘE for a black hole and at the galaxy radius ΘR =
Rg
DL
for a galaxy,
δγ
γ
= 2
γL − γR
γL + γR
. (50)
Considering again a lens at 100 Mpc from both the observer and the background, we find that δγγ is of the order 10
−9
for a maximally rotating (a = 1) 30M⊙ black hole and 10−6 for a super massive 109M⊙ black hole; yet, δγγ ∼ 10−3
for a galaxy with Milky Way parameters at the galaxy radius, which is ΘR ≈ 10 arc min in this setup (see Fig. 9).
Note that ΘE ∼ 2 · 10−5 arc sec for a 30M⊙ black hole and ΘE ∼ 0.2 arc sec for a super massive 109M⊙ black hole.
Let us now briefly discuss whether the ρ field, which is the carrier of the rotational asymmetry and which we identify
with a B-mode source, might be measurable. Unfortunately, distinguishing the rotation from the shear field may not
be experimentally possible, given the resolutions of current and near-future space missions. To gauge our possibilities,
we look at simulations of the shear power spectrum in the Euclid Definition Study Report [14]. In this case, the
region with highest sensitivity is around an amplitude of 10−5 ∼ 10−4, with a sigma of 0.5%. Considering the power
spectrum to be roughly constant and averaging over the channels between l ∼ 103 and l ∼ 104, we estimate that one
could whittle down the sigma to 10−8. The shear power spectrum will be proportional to the modulus of the shear
field squared, γ2, and the same goes for the ρ power spectrum, ρ2. For the latter to be distinguishable from the former,
ρ2 must be at least comparable to σγ2 . To check this, we take the squared ratio of the amplitude of the rotation field ρ
and the shear field γ obtained through our map, inputting the Milky Way parametersMMW = 10
12M⊙, RMW = 100
kpc and aMW = 1.5 · 10−3 relative to our Galaxy – a plotted example is shown in Fig. 10. We take ρ
2
γ2 ∼ 10−9 as
a working value; then, multiplying by the simulated shear power spectrum in Ref. [14] the rotation power spectrum
would be ρ2 ∼ 10−14, which is utterly negligible compared to σγ2 ∼ 10−8 obtained above.
Another possible method to extract shear and rotation fields from data is stacking the effect of various spiral
galaxies and look for an antisymmetric signal. Taking expected values for the effective number density of galaxies
observed by the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope or the Euclid survey (neff ≈ 30 arc min−2 for both [14, 29, 30]),
one can estimate how many foreground galaxies should be stacked in order to measure an asymmetric distortion.
Let us consider a foreground galaxy which lenses background galaxies; then, around the lens a circle of radius r (in
arc min) will contain nb = neff πr
2 galaxies. The variance of the shear field γ, σγ , is dominated by the intrinsic
ellipticity variance of the lensed sources, which is typically σe ≈ 0.3 [4]. We assume the σρ of the rotation field to be
roughly the same as σγ ; then, for a single lens one will be sensitive to perturbations of order σγ/
√
neff . By stacking
the lensing data, one can refine this by a factor 1/
√
nl, where nl is the number of stacked lenses. Then roughly
σγ ∼ σρ ∼ 0.3r√nl neff pi , so in order to get σρ of the order of ρgalaxy derivable with our map, one would need to stack
nl ∼ 1012 galaxies for r = 1 arc min. Similarly, if one wanted to observe δγ = γL − γR, for σδγ to be of the order of
δγgalaxy one would need to stack nl ∼ 108 lenses. To measure the asymmetric distortion, one would need to know the
orientation and rotation velocity of all of these.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have successfully developed a differentiable lensing map in the Kerr space-time and obtained
expressions for the shear and rotation fields. This calculation is an instructive result which does not appear in the
literature. The action of a Kerr-like object on a background of circular sources is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6, where
we have adopted nonphysical parameters to enhance the effect, as it is very small. We approximate the metric of
rotating galaxies with the Kerr metric (well aware of the caveats of the case) to estimate the possible effect these
may have on background radiation. The magnitude of the effect is not expected to be large, but we have quantified
it and estimated it for plausible scenarios. Comparing our results with available data, such as Euclid simulations, we
find that it is highly unlikely to be able to distinguish the rotation field from the shear field and/or noise. Thus, we
conclude that the experimental applications of this map are, as of now, quite limited; we await highly futuristic data
to put this work to good use.
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